CPAM SECTION 11.2 ASPHALT MIX TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Takes Additional Temperature Measurements at a Minimum Frequency of Twice / Day

Plant VT Monitors and Verifies Contractor’s Measurement

Contractor’s Technician Under the Supervision of QC Level II Technician Takes Temperature on the First Five Loads and an Average of Once Every Five Loads Thereafter

ROADWAY

Roadway VT Monitors and Verifies Contractor’s Measurement

Takes Additional Temperature Measurements at a Minimum Frequency of Twice / Day

VT takes temperature measurements on the first 5 loads and an average of once every 5 loads thereafter.

VT records measurement on delivery ticket

ASPHALT PLANT

Contractor’s Technician Records Each Temperature Reading on Respective Delivery Ticket

ROADWAY

Contractor’s Technician Records Each Temperature Reading at the Right Hand Side of the Temperature Reading Taken at the Plant on the Front of Respective Delivery Ticket

Roadway VT Documents Rejected Loads in Daily Roadway VT Report

Notify Contractor QC Manager

Contractor Takes Corrective Action

VT Technician Monitors Next Five Load after Adjustment Has Been Made

Roadway VT Monitors Temperature of Loads

Option 2 HMA Mixture Acceptance Project

Contractor’s Technician Monitors Next Five Load after Adjustment Has Been Made

Option 2 HMA Mixture Acceptance

YES

Temperature Meets Specification 330-6.3 Requirements?

NO

YES

Average Temperature of 5 Successive Loads Meets Specifications?

NO

Reject Load

Contractor’s Technician Records Temperature of Rejected Load on Delivery Ticket

Notify Roadway VT

Contractor Takes Corrective Action

Notify Contractor QC Manager

Contractor Takes Corrective Action

VT Technician Monitors Next Five Load after Adjustment Has Been Made

Roadway VT Monitors Temperature of Loads

Reject Load

Contractor’s Technician Records Each Temperature Reading on Respective Delivery Ticket

Roadway VT Documents Rejected Loads in Daily Roadway VT Report

Notify Contractor QC Manager

Contractor Takes Corrective Action

Notify Roadway VT

Roadway VT Documents Rejected Loads in Daily Roadway VT Report

Continue QC and Verification Operation